
C O V I D  S A F E

K E E P I N G  O U R  C A P E R
C O M M U N I T Y

E N R I C H I N G  L I V E S

T H R O U G H  D A N C E



A
M E S S A G E
F R O M  K A T E  &  B E T H

The COVID-19 Pandemic has seen some

changes to our studio. The

encouragement and willingness from

our community to adapt to these

changes has been a great support to

our staff and ourselves.  Thank you for

your cooperation.

 

Our priority is to provide our students

with continuity in their learning and to

maintain the vitality of our community. 

We understand that our classes play an

important role in the lives of our

students and teachers.  The social

interaction, physical health benefits and

skill advancement are valued by us all.

 

We are committed to reducing the risk

of the spread of COVID-19.  We comply

with the advice of the government and

other relevant authorities and

implement necessary safety measures. 

 We also constantly review and/or

update our plans as we take into

account any changing circumstances

associated with COVID-19.  This means

that our safety measures and policies

may adapt and change.

We will be in regular communication

with the Caper community so that

everyone is informed of any changes or

updates.  We thank you in advance for

your patience and flexibility.

 

Our mission is to enrich the

lives of our students through dance… in

the current climate it sometimes has to

be achieved differently to what we are

all used to.
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O U R
R E S P O N S E
C O V I D  S A F E T Y

As we have implemented measures to

reduce the risk of contagion, parents

are encouraged to teach their children

about good hygiene and try to explain

the importance of social distancing. 

Students, staff and their families must

not attend the studio if they are

showing any symptoms of illness or are

generally feeling unwell.

HYGIENE
& SOCIAL
DISTANCE
If a student, member of staff or visitor to

the studio contracts the virus, we will

implement our response plan under

guidance from the NSW Department of

Health.

Striving to make our classes (whether

online or in the studio) a source of

happiness and encouragement.

Providing students with a sense of

normality.

Working on skill consolidation and

progression and giving the students

goals, nurture their confidence and

be a conduit for friendships.

RESILIENCE & WELL-BEING

We know that exercise, nutrition and

minimising screen time are

all key to improving well-being during

any times of stress and anxiety.   We

will continue to support our students

through:
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CONNECT &
PROGRESS
ARRIVALS & DISMISSALS

Parents and students will be required to

abide by latest information from Caper

on arrivals and dismissals.  This may be

updated and revised several times in

line with the latest advice from the

Government and its authorities. Updates

will be communicated via the App.

TIMETABLE

The timetable may be modified to adapt

to social distancing. This may be

updated and revised several times in

line with the latest advice from the

Government and its authorities. 

Updates will be communicated via the

App.

CAPER APP

It is the obligation of each family to

download the Caper App and enable

notifications so that you are able to

know and abide by any health and

safety updates.

EXAMS & CONCERTS

We are committed to ensuring

continued progress in formalised

learning and and assessment, as well as

access to performing opportunities.  To

this end we will be considering all

options to provide these much valued

events as we navigate through the

pandemic. 
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Safety and hygiene practices.

Arrival and dismissal procedures.

Modifying the class format and

content to cooperate with current

physical distancing measures.  

WHAT MAY CHANGE?

 

WHAT WILL STAY THE SAME?

Our students will still:

Connect with their friends and

teachers.

Progress in their skills and gain

confidence from doing this.

Benefit creatively and physically

through dance.



Visitors will:

 

Arrive no earlier than 5 minutes before

class starts.

 

Sanitise hands on arrival and comply

with social distancing.

 

Check in via Service NSW QR Code.

Wear a mask when legally required. 

 

Ensure all greetings are non-contact.

  

Dismissals will be as per latest advice,

parents must not be late.

 

Parents may be discouraged from

waiting in reception. General non-

urgent queries should be emailed.

Any additional restrictions imposed by

public health orders must be adhered.

ARRIVING &
LEAVING

Students will:

 

Wash hands with soap and water or

use sanitiser.

 

Maintain social distancing.

 

Avoid touching their face or touching

others.

Uphold good hygiene practices.

 

Advise the teacher immediately if they

are feeling unwell.

 

Stay home if feeling unwell and

observe advice or orders given to

them from NSW Health in regards to

Covid Tests, isolation or quarantine.

Wear masks when legally required.
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ATTENDING
CLASS

KEEPING OUR CAPER COMMUNITY COVID SAFE IN THE STUDIO



TEACHERS

Teachers will:

 

Modify any activities to reduce

contact between students and the

spread of Covid-19.  This includes

partner-work and the use of props.

 

Instruct students to wash their hands

after coughing or sneezing.

 

Remind students about hygiene

practices.

 

Remind students about social

distancing. For example, spacing out

in class and non-contact greeting.

Wear masks when legally required.

Surfaces will be disinfected at regular

intervals including high touch areas

such as door handles.

 

Sanitiser will be provided at all times.

 

Items such as cups, utensils, etc., are

not permitted to be left out.  Any used

item must be washed and stored.

 

Caper has a supply of masks, gloves

and thermometers to be used when

required or appropriate.
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INTERNAL
PROCEDURES

KEEPING OUR CAPER COMMUNITY COVD SAFE IN THE STUDIO



STUDIO
FEATURES

Electronic roll books to record

attendance each day (in case contact

tracing is required).  This is in addition

to QR check in codes.

 

Electric hand dryers and mixer taps in

all bathrooms to reduce contagions.

 

Regular cleaning and disinfecting.

 

Staff training in new procedures

including all staff having completed

the Department of Health COVID-19

Infection Control Training.

Updated signage about social

distancing and hygiene.

If a student exhibits flu-like symptoms

at the studio, teachers will isolate the

student immediately and the

receptionist will phone the parents to

collect their child.  The student will

not be permitted to return to the

studio until they are symptom-free.

If a student, member of staff or visitor

to the studio returns a positive result

to COVID-19, we will follow and

cooperate with all NSW Health

guidelines.

We maintain our online learning

platforms and are ready to transfer

classes online if face-to-face classes

are not permitted.
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ILLNESS
RESPONSE

KEEPING OUR CAPER COMMUNITY COVID SAFE IN THE STUDIO



We believe that community

settings, such as dance lessons, is

advantageous to health and well-

being. We also believe we are well

placed as an activity and school to

adapt to the current events we are

experiencing.  We can make

changes and respond to the

challenges of the pandemic to

ensure that our students' lives can

be enriched through dance.

DANCE
ENRICHES
LIVES


